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we find the body difficly to speak can be performed by any number of people.

it can be performed in any format appropriate, for example: performance;  exhibition; 
drawing; sound recording; writing; improvisation; video; painting; installation; 
sculpture; theatrical production; discussion; reading groups; lecture, etc.

the score can be performed as a combination of the above.

duration is open.

not all pages need to be realised. in some instances evidence of a previous realisation 
can be presented. occasionally the scores must remain unrealised due to physical, 
geographical or time restrictions.



Chapter I



Objects and their resistance to friction 
Definition on the tip of a tongue

pockets full
push against the material until you can feel it getting hot 



I enjoy noise and I enjoy when it stops, too

Noises made with two hands
Modesty of means
Wandering around the subject



We find the body difficult to speak

recordings of amplified bodies



Surrealists, vampires and kings all frequent same shoe shop

the performance of the sound
the sound of the performance



What correspondence except over there?

In an open outdoor location, build a wall and surround an object



a nest of bats cleaving the Norns together to a slender, delirious wire

Laying paths
Break off



Baroque light

push yourself and hum 



Sad Marvel’s found portrait

Change a stone 



a marvelous ball with nails hammered into it

take apart a drum
Fill it 
put it back together again 



a beach walk where everything goes wrong

Overwhelm an object



We never see stones reproduced from stones do not do this at all

Draw stones over stones large enough to be there and nowhere else



the wires in the roses are beautiful

Slowly lower amplified objects onto piles of coins and anything else that happens 
to be about



Stars et cetera 

a stone a stone a stone (beating out their time like a clock)

a melody (gradually or quickly coming to a stop due to lung capacity and 
restriction)



Loud cotton like sounds make no sounds



a whole hole, silence as an arrangement of resonance 
a rabbit runs into the briar’s heart



Measurement based on the unremitting 
appearance of absence



roll the cotton in the moss
roll the diamond in the grass 



in the gargoyle’s mouth
a rock with a stone cut through



a bear indulged by antlers
the collision between a monument on wheels and a rook 



Libidinous projections



From the other side of a lake, a loud clear laugh! 



Lime, the sound needs no amplification 



the mirror is a marvelous witness 



Chapter II



To elect (The Wolf)

With movement, silence, cooperation



To elect (The King)

With material, autonomy, control 



To elect (The Forest)

With time, ambiguity, multiplicity 



To Learn #1

By demonstration



To Learn #2

By example



To Learn #3

By mimicry



To Learn #4

By making



To Demonstrate #1

as a gesture towards performance



To Demonstrate #2

as pedagogy 



To Demonstrate #3

as proposition



To Demonstrate #4

as strategy



To reside

#1 In containment 

#2 In duration

#3 In indeterminacy

#4 In constraint



To Appropriate

the springtime of life



To Speak 

a mother’s tongue, distorted



the end
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